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Abstract: To study binary neutron star systems and to interpret observational data such as gravitational-
wave and kilonova signals, one needs an accurate description of the processes that take place during the
final stages of the coalescence, e.g., through numerical-relativity simulations. In this work, we present
an updated version of the numerical-relativity code BAM in order to incorporate nuclear-theory based
Equations of State and a simple description of neutrino interactions through a Neutrino Leakage Scheme.
Different test simulations, for stars undergoing a neutrino-induced gravitational collapse and for binary
neutron stars systems, validate our new implementation. For the binary neutron stars systems, we show
that we can evolve stably and accurately distinct microphysical models employing the different equations
of state: SFHo, DD2, and the hyperonic BHBΛφ. Overall, our test simulations have good agreement with
those reported in the literature.
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1. Introduction

In August 2017 the Advanced LIGO [1] and Advanced Virgo [2] gravitational-wave
(GW) interferometers detected for the first time a GW signal arising from the merger of two
neutron stars (NSs) (GW170817) [3]. This GW detection was accompanied by a variety of
electromagnetic (EM) signatures across the entire frequency spectrum [4]. The observed
signals, GWs and EM, were created by a binary neutron star (BNS) merger that happened
about 130 million years ago in the galaxy NGC 4993 [4]. While the GW signal was emitted
during the inspiral of the stars before the merger, the EM signals were created after the merger.
These include the short gamma-ray burst GRB170817A [5] observed 1.7 seconds after the stars
collision, the weeks-long kilonova AT2017gfo [6–11], and sGRB/kilonova afterglows that are
still observable [12,13].

Over the last years, this landmark discovery was extensively studied and yielded con-
straints not only on the NS properties, such as radius, tidal deformability, and its Equation of
State (EoS) [14–27], but also on the expansion rate of our Universe [25,28–34]. However, we
still have not fully understood the internal NS structure, the composition and the underlying
physics since many modelling aspects are plagued by large uncertainties.

Indeed, for a correct interpretation of the observables, one has to correlate the observational
data with theoretical predictions. For the development of such models, numerical-relativity
(NR) simulations are an important prerequisite as they provide a testbed for new GW models,
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e.g., [35] and references therein, and they enable us to connect properties of the outflowing
matter to the binary properties [22,23,25,36–39]. However, to achieve this, we need, among
others, (i) a meticulous treatment of the stellar matter with state-of-art nuclear theory EoSs
to account for temperature and composition dynamics and (ii) an approach to incorporate
microphysical processes such as neutrinos-driven reactions that related to nucleosynthesis.
In particular, requirement (ii) is corroborated by the observed kilonova AT2017gfo, which
suggests the importance of r-process nucleosynthesis [40,41] in neutron-star merger outflows.

In this work, we explain recent updates to the NR code BAM [42–45] focusing on the
implementation of a Neutrino Leakage Scheme (NLS) [46,47] to describe neutrino production
and transport using tabulated nuclear-theory based EoSs, and subsequent modifications to the
General Relativistic Hydrodynamics (GRHD) routines. We validate our code extensions with a
variety of tests and present a set of new BNS simulations.

The structure of this article is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the underlying theory and
summarize the basic equations that we modified in order to incorporate neutrino interactions.
In Section 3 we outline the employed numerical methods and implementation. Tests for our
new scheme, i.e., single TOV evolutions undergoing neutrino-induced collapse, are shown
in Sec. 4. In Section 5 we present BNS simulations and we conclude in Sec. 6. Throughout
this work we employ geometric units (c = G = 1), and we set Boltzmann constant and the
mass of the sun equal to one, i.e., M� = kB = 1. The metric signature is (−,+,+,+), Greek
indices µ, ν, ... run from 0-3 while Latin indices i, j, ... run from 1-3, and Einstein’s summation
convention is employed.

2. Fundamental Equations
2.1. 3+1 Decomposition and Spacetime Evolution

BAM employs the 3+1 decomposition formalism, i.e., the 4-dimensional spacetime is
foliated by a set of non-intersecting 3-dimensional spacelike hypersurfaces Σ, with a field of
timelike normal vectors nµ. The spacetime coordinates are chosen such that the line element
reads

ds2 = −α2dt2 + γij(βidt + dxi)(βjdt + dxj), (1)

where α > 0 is the lapse function, γµν = gµν + nµnν is the spatial metric induced on the
hypersurfaces Σ, βi is the spatial shift vector, and dxi is the spatial coordinates displacement.
Likewise, the components of the normal field are given by

nµ = (α−1,−α−1βi), (2)

nµ = (−α, 0, 0, 0). (3)

For the dynamical evolution of the spacetime, we are using the BSSNOK scheme ([48]
and references therein) for the TOV runs, while for the BNS runs we make use of the Z4c
scheme ([49] and references therein).1

2.2. General Relativistic Radiative Hydrodynamics

The covariant GRHD equations arise from the relevant conservation laws. The first of
which is the baryon number conservation

∇µ(ρuµ) = 0, (4)

where ∇µ is the covariant derivative compatible with the spacetime metric gµν, ρ = mbnb is
the rest-mass density, with mb being a baryon mass constant chosen depending on the EoS and

1 We note that this choice of evolution scheme is somewhat arbitrary.
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nb is the baryon number density; uµ is the matter element four-velocity, that in terms of 3+1
fields is written as

uµ = W(nµ + vµ), (5)

where vµ is the spatial velocity measured by the Eulerian frame, vµnµ = 0, W = 1/
√

1− v2 is
the Lorentz factor and v2 = γijvivj.

The second equation is the energy-momentum conservation, given by

∇νTµν = 0, (6)

where Tµν is the stress-energy tensor. Within this work, we describe matter as an ideal fluid,
hence

Tµν
fluid = (e + p)uµuν + pgµν, (7)

where e is the energy density and p is the pressure measured in the fluid comoving frame. If
the spacetime is filled with matter and neutrinos, the stress-energy tensor becomes

Tµν = Tµν
fluid + Tµν

rad, (8)

where Tµν
rad is the stress-energy tensor of the neutrinos, hereby modeled as radiation. Hence,

Equation (6) reads
∇νTµν

fluid = −∇νTµν
rad ≡ Ψµ, (9)

where we defined for convenience Ψµ ≡ −∇νTµν
rad. Equation (9) then states that energy and

momentum are carried away by neutrinos, producing variations on the energy and momentum
of a fluid element.

In addition, incorporating neutrino-driven reactions, the conservation of leptons must
be enforced explicitly. Provided that the only lepton species in the fluid are electrons and
positrons, the relevant conservation law reads

∇µ(ρYeuµ) = ρR, (10)

where Ye = ne/nb is the electron fraction, ne is the net electron number density, and R is a
source term accounting for the variations of the lepton number within a matter element in
response to the emission/absorption of neutrinos. In fact Equation (10) implies, with the help
of Equation (4), that

uµ∇µYe =
dYe

dτ
= R, (11)

where dτ is the proper time elapsed for a matter element. Hence,R can be understood as the
rate of change of the electron fraction measured in the fluid rest-frame.

The next step is to bring Equations (4), (9), (10), that constitute the GRHD equations in
covariant formulation into the correspondent coordinate expressions as the following balance
law

∂0q + ∂iFi(q) = S(q), (12)

known as the Valencia formulation of the GRHD equations [50]. Equation (12) is a system of
six partial differential equations that performs the time evolution of the conserved quantities

q ≡ √γ


D
τ
Sk

DYe

 =
√

γ


Wρ

ρhW2 − p−Wρ
ρhW2vk
ρWYe

, (13)
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where γ is the determinant of the spatial metric, D is the rest-mass density, τ is the energy
density, Sk is the momentum density and DYe is the conserved electron fraction, all measured
in the Eulerian frame, which are defined in terms of the primitive quantities

w ≡ (ρ, ε, vk, p, Ye), (14)

where ε is the specific internal energy per baryon and h = 1 + ε + p/ρ is the specific enthalpy
per baryon. The fluxes are

Fi ≡ √γ


D(αvi − βi)

τ(αvi − βi) + αpvi

Sk(αvi − βi) + αpδi
k

DYe(αvi − βi)

, (15)

and the source terms read

S ≡ √γ


0

αS ijKij − Si∂iα + α2Ψ0

α
2S ij∂kγij + Si∂kβi − (τ + D)∂kα + αΨk

αρR

, (16)

with Sij ≡ γiµγjνTµν
fluid being the spatial stress tensor of the matter distribution.

In order to close the GRHD system of equations, an EoS must be provided to compute
the pressure p from the remaining primitives. One of our new additions to the BAM code is
related to this point. Instead of providing as input a 1-dimensional EoS pcold(ρ) parametrized
as a piecewise polytrope [51] augmented with a Γ-law EoS to model thermal effects, i.e. p =
pcold + pth with pth = (Γ− 1)ρε [52], we consider more general and realistic nuclear-theory
EoSs in the form of 3-dimensional tables. In this scenario, the necessary thermodynamical
quantities are represented as functions of the rest-mass density, temperature and electron
fraction, and are computed via trilinear interpolations.

2.3. Neutrino Leakage

The NLS has been employed for a variety of astrophysical systems to model neutrino
emission, e.g., Core-Collapse Supernovae [53–55] and compact binary mergers [46,47,56–59].
It possesses a number of advantages such as (i) a simple implementation, (ii) reasonable
(qualitative) description of neutrinos features in NSs, particularly in optically thick media ([58]
and references therein) and (iii) low computational costs. Therefore, its implementation in
numerical-relativity simulations is compelling. Moreover, despite the underlying assumptions
of the approach (that will become clear in the following), the NLS serves as a first approximation
for radiative losses and is a basis to support more intricate and realistic methods, e.g., in
radiation transport moment schemes [60–67], Lattice-Boltzmann methods [68], or advanced
leakage schemes [69–71].

2.3.1. Underlying Hypotheses of the Neutrino Leakage Scheme

The NLS is characterized by a number of hypotheses or assumptions outlined in, e.g.,
Ref. [72]. For completeness, we will also describe the most important aspects in the following.

1. The only lepton species within the fluid are electrons and positrons.
2. The considered neutrino flavors are electron neutrinos νe, electron antineutrinos ν̄e, and
heavy leptons neutrinos/antineutrinos νµ,τ , ν̄µ,τ , collectively grouped as a single species νx
with statistical weight 4.
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3. Neutrinos obey the ultra-relativistic Fermi-Dirac distribution in local β-equilibrium and have
the same temperature as the matter. Hence, the relativistic chemical potentials (i.e., including
rest-masses of protons, neutrons, and electrons) for electron-flavored neutrinos read

µνe = −µν̄e = µp + µe − µn, (17)

where, for simplicity, we assume µνx = 0 given that heavy lepton neutrinos rarely interact with
matter.
4. The emission of neutrinos is isotropic in the fluid rest-frame and is given by

Ψµ = −nbQuµ, (18)

where the total emissivity Q (energy per unit time and baryon) is the sum of emissivities for all
neutrino flavors

Q ≡ Q(νe) + Q(ν̄e) + Q(νx). (19)

To see that Equation (18) corresponds to an isotropic emission, note that the projection of Ψµ

onto the hypersurface orthogonal to the fluid worldlines via the projector hµν = gµν + uµuν

vanishes, i.e., hµνΨµ = 0. Hence, the neutrinos are emitted such that no net momentum flux is
perceived in the fluid comoving frame.
5. The source termR is given by

R ≡ R(ν̄e)− R(νe), (20)

i.e., the creation of electron (anti) neutrinos demand the (creation) annihilation of an (electron)
positron in order to conserve the lepton family number.
6. Neutrinos are treated as a ‘test’ fluid. Hence, the projections of Tµν

rad, that act as sources of
spacetime curvature, are neglected.

Furthermore, the pressure and specific internal energy of a volume containing matter and
neutrinos is given by

p = pfluid + pνe + pν̄e + pνx , ε = εfluid + ενe + εν̄e + ενx . (21)

Nevertheless, the neutrino contributions to the above equations are only reasonable in opaque
media (in which the neutrinos are said to be trapped), where radiation mostly diffuses in
equilibrium with its surroundings. In semi-transparent media, where neutrinos rarely interact
with the matter, radiation flows as freely streaming, hence no pressure is exerted by neutrinos
nor energy transfer occurs between matter and radiation. Besides, the spatial identification of
trapped, freely streaming and ‘gray’ regimes within a NS is hardly feasible beforehand and
it is very difficult to capture and encode them in Equations (21), at least in a NLS framework.
Therefore we opt for a simpler approach in which the pressure and specific internal energy
contributions of neutrinos are neglected within the whole extent of a NS. It is straightforward
to verify that if neutrinos are described by an ultra-relativistic Fermi-Dirac distribution, their
pressure and specific internal energy contributions are only sizeable in low-density, high
temperature regions, where interactions rarely occur. Thus, the error made in the approximation
p ≈ pfluid, ε ≈ εfluid is negligible.

It is worth pointing out that the adoption of the ‘test’ fluid hypothesis only simplifies our
treatment of neutrinos with respect to their direct role in the spacetime and matter evolutions.
Thus, what remains is the way in which neutrinos alter the hydrodynamics [as of Equations (22)-
(24) below].

We end this section by explicitly showing how the previously introduced GRHD equations
have to be modified following the previous hypotheses. While the baryon number conservation
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remains unaltered, the energy density, momentum density and conserved electron fraction
evolve, respectively, according to

∂0(
√

γτ) + ∂i[
√

γτ(αvi − βi) +
√

γαpvi] =
√

γ(αS ijKij − Si∂iα)−α
√

γQm−1
b D, (22)

∂0(
√

γSk) + ∂i[
√

γSk(αvi − βi) +
√

γαpδi
k] =

√
γ
(α

2
S ij∂kγij + Si∂kβi − (τ + D)∂kα

)
−α
√

γQm−1
b Dvk, (23)

∂0(
√

γDYe) + ∂i[
√

γDYe(αvi − βi)] = α
√

γR D
W

. (24)

The additional terms due to the NLS are marked in red.

2.4. Emissivities and Production Rates

The classification of radiative regimes within a NS suggests a natural division between
free and diffusive processes. In our scheme, the free emission rates account for the most potent
reactions, including:
(i) Direct Urca process, comprised of positron capture by neutrons

e+ + n→ p + ν̄e, (25)

and electrons capture by protons
e− + p→ n + νe. (26)

(ii) Electron-positron-pair annihilation

e− + e+ → νe + ν̄e , e− + e+ → νµ + ν̄µ , e− + e+ → ντ + ν̄τ . (27)

(iii) Transversal plasmon decay

γ→ νe + ν̄e , γ→ νµ + ν̄µ , γ→ ντ + ν̄τ . (28)

The expressions employed to estimate emissivities and production rates of the above
processes can be found in Ref. [46]. The free emissivity rate QF(I) and the free production rate
RF(I) (with I = νe, ν̄e, νx) are the sum of emission rates over the reactions r, i.e.,

QF(I) = ∑
r

Qr(I), RF(I) = ∑
r

Rr(I). (29)

The diffusive processes are:
(i) Neutrino-elastic scattering on a representative heavy nucleus X and atomic mass number A.

νe + A→ νe + A, ν̄e + A→ ν̄e + A, νx + A→ νx + A. (30)

(ii) Neutrino-elastic scattering on free nucleons

νe + [n, p]→ νe + [n, p], ν̄e + [n, p]→ ν̄e + [n, p], νx + [n, p]→ νx + [n, p]. (31)

(iii) Electron-flavor neutrino absorption on free nucleons

νe + n→ p + e− , ν̄e + p→ n + e+. (32)

The I neutrinos mean free path λI , which is a function of the neutrinos energy EI , is defined as

λ−1
I ≡ np[σI,s(p) + σI,a(p)] + nn[σI,s(n) + σI,a(n)] + nhσI,s(X), (33)
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where np, nn, nh are the protons, neutrons, and heavy nuclei number densities, respectively.
The neutrino energy dependency is introduced by the scattering (subscript s) and absorption
(subscript a) cross sections found in Ref. [46]. In order to classify how opaque is a medium
with respect to I neutrino, the optical depth is defined as

τI(EI) ≡
∫ s2

s1

ds
λI(EI)

, (34)

where the above line integral is evaluated along the invariant line element from Equation (1)
with dt = 0 parametrized by s between s1 and s2. Since all cross sections used in this work
depend on E2

I , it is useful to factor them out in the form ζ I = (E2
I λI)

−1 and to define the
energy-independent optical depth as

χI ≡
∫ s2

s1

ζ Ids, (35)

where a discussion of the method adopted to estimate χI is presented in Sec. 3.2. Finally, in
terms of χI Equation (34) reads

τI = E2
I χI . (36)

If E2
I is taken to be the ultra-relativistic Fermi-Dirac ensemble average, the expression above

becomes

τI = χI
F4(ηI)

F2(ηI)
T2, (37)

for the degeneracy parameters ηI = µI/T. In our implementation the incomplete Fermi-Dirac
integrals

Fk(η) =
∫ ∞

0

xkdx
exp(x− η) + 1

, (38)

are computed by the analytic fittings of Ref. [73]. The neutrinosphere of the I’th neutrino is
defined as the surface at which τI = 2/3 and serves the purpose of dividing the optically
thick region (τI > 2/3), where diffusive processes dominate, from the optically thin region
(τI < 2/3), where free emission processes are more important.

Although emissivities and production rates may be estimated for diffusive and freely
streaming regimes, the optical properties of NS matter with respect to neutrinos may lie in an
intermediate regime. Therefore, to capture this feature, we employ effective emissivities Qeff(I)
and effective production rates Reff(I) at each point defined by the interpolation [47,57,72]

Qeff(I) ≡ Q(I) =
QF(I)QD(I)

QF(I) + QD(I)
, Reff(I) ≡ R(I) =

RF(I)RD(I)
RF(I) + RD(I)

, (39)

where the diffusive emissivity QD(I) and the diffusive production rate RD(I) are given by [47]

QD(I) =
4πgI

(hc)3
ζ I

3χ2
I

T2F1(ηI), RD(I) =
4πgI

(hc)3
ζ I

3χ2
I

TF0(ηI), (40)

with gνe = gν̄e = 1, gνx = 4, and h being the Planck constant. QF(I) and RF(I) are given by
Equations (29). Then, Equations (39) are used to compute the NLS contributions to the GRHD
source terms from Equations (19) and (20).
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Finally, we estimate the source luminosity (i.e., not including redshift) for the I’th neutrino
species with the following expression [72]

LI =
∫

d3x
[

α
√

γWnbQ(I)
(α− βivi)√−g00

]
, (41)

which comes from integrating the energy per unit time measured by a coordinate observer
over a refinement level.

3. Numerical Implementation

BAM uses a hierarchy of L nested Cartesian levels labeled with l = 0, 1, ..., L− 1. The
moving levels l ≥ lmv contain nmv points per direction and can move to track the motion
of the stars, while the static levels l < lmv contain n points per direction and are fixed. The
constant distance between grid points within one level is given by hl = h0/2l , where h0 is the
distance between grid points in level 0. The fluxes in the GRHD Equations (12) are estimated
employing a High Resolution Shock-Capturing scheme based on primitives reconstruction
at cell interfaces using the WENOZ scheme [74], the Local Lax-Friedrichs (LLF) approximate
Riemann solver [75] and a conservative mesh refinement strategy. The time evolution is
performed adopting the Method of Lines and a 4th-order Runge-Kutta integrator.

3.1. Code Updates

1. In our previous studies using the BAM code, we used mainly one-parameter piecewise
polytropes EoSs together with an ideal-gas thermal contribution. Now, we have extended this
infrastructure to enable the use of three-dimensional tables. In general, these tables have a
finite range of validity defined as a domain D with

D = {(ρ, T, Ye) : ρmin ≤ ρ ≤ ρmax, Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax, Ymin ≤ Y ≤ Ymax}. (42)

For this purpose, EoS evaluations should only be performed within this domain, i.e., additional
checks have to be incorporated into BAM.

2. Previously adopted EoSs allowed us to use a simple and fast converging root-finding pro-
cedure for the conservative-to-primitive conversion. This is not the case for a three-parameter
tabulated EoS, since numerical derivatives computed by trilinear interpolations are noisy. In our
case, we use the methods outlined in Refs. [72,76] to ensure a robust conservative-to-primitive
conversion.

3. Once we employ three-parameter EoSs, we also have to solve Equation (24).
4. We make use of a static and cold atmosphere to model vacuum, i.e., grid points with

ρ ≤ ρfac × ρatm (here we use ρfac = 10 and ρatm = 10× ρmin) are set to

ρ = ρatm, vi = 0, T = Tmin = 0.1 MeV, Y = Yatm.

We use Yatm = 0.4 in our TOV simulations in order to reproduce conditions of testbeds reported
in the literature and Yatm = Ymin = 0.01 in our BNS runs so that the pressure of the atmosphere
patm = p(ρatm, Tatm, Yatm) is lowest.

3.2. Free Emission Rates and Optical Depth Estimates

Using the β-equilibrium condition, Equation (17), and the local thermal equilibrium
hypothesis allows us to compute the free emission rates RF(I), QF(I) for the processes outlined
in Equations (25)-(28) directly from the EoS. During the code initialization, we build auxiliary
tables for the emission rates and ζ I , then any required value along the simulation is computed
by trilinear interpolation of the tables. Next, in order to calculate the effective emission rates, the
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Table 1. Properties of the TOV stars. From left to right the columns read: model name, central rest-mass
density, gravitational mass, baryonic mass, emitted neutrino energy (up to the collapse for those evolved
with NLS), grid resolution and distance between grid points on the finest level. The central densities for
this test were chosen to meet the same initial conditions of Ref. [72]. The top row ‘Maximal’ refers to the
model on the onset of instability.

Model ρc [1015 g/cm3] M [M�] Mb [M�] E [1051 erg] n h2 [m]
Maximal 1.068 2.797 3.506 - - -
A 1.079 2.798 3.310 2.045 256 111
B 1.111 2.796 3.309 1.232 192 148
C 1.218 2.784 3.293 0.712 128 207

diffusive emission rates RD(I), QD(I) also have to be computed, which requires determining
the energy-independent optical depth χI of Equation (40). Due to the lack of knowledge about
the trajectory of the neutrinos within a material medium, we resort to Fermat’s principle in
order to choose the energy-independent optical depth, Equation (35), at each grid point k as the
minimum χI among the six first neighbors along the d(= x, y, z) coordinate directions, i.e.,

χI,k = min
[

ζ̄±I,d

√
γ̄±dd∆xd

]
, (43)

where ζ̄±I,d (γ̄±dd) is the average ζ I (γdd) between the point k and the neighbors at ±d directions.
∆xd is the grid spacing in the d direction.

It is worth pointing out that although more elaborate approaches for the energy-independent
optical depth estimation are possible, e.g. ray-by-ray integrating up to the boundaries of the
computational domain [56], using an auxiliary grid adapted to the symmetry of the system [72]
or iteratively over the entire grid [57,59], such prescriptions tend to further increase computa-
tional costs and often violate special relativity.

4. Neutrino-induced collapse of single TOV stars

Our first aim is it to test our implementations by reproducing the neutrino-induced
gravitational collapse reported in Ref. [72]. We employ the SHT-NL3 EoS [77] initially in
neutrino-less β-equilibrium at constant T = 30 MeV. Integrating the TOV equations [78]
for various central rest-mass densities results in the mass-radius and mass-central rest-mass
density curves depicted in Figure 1. For our simulations we consider three radially-unstable
(according to the turning point criterion [79]) configurations identified by A, B, and C, with
increasing rest-mass density from A to C. We evolve them with and without the NLS in a static
three levels grid where the finest level encompasses the entire star. A summary of the setups is
found in Table 1.

There are two main differences between our implementation and that of Ref. [72]. First,
we employ the fifth-order WENOZ reconstruction [74] instead of the third-order piecewise
parabolic method [80]. Thus, our reconstruction method is subject to less numerical viscosity.
Second, we estimate opacities (and hence diffusive rates) by integrating the mean free paths
along the x, y, z coordinate directions up to neighboring points.

In Figure 2, we present the central rest-mass density evolution for simulations without
NLS (A, B, C) on the left panel and with NLS (A-ν, B-ν, C-ν) on the right panel. During the
simulations the stars without NLS evolve stably, while NLS simulations show the characteristic
density growth and gravitational collapse. The gravitational collapse is caused by the cooling
and deleptonization that occurs more intensely in medium-low density regions of the star
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Figure 1. TOV solutions for the SHT-NL3 EoS in neutrino-less β-equilibrium and constant T = 30 MeV.
The marked points refer to the configurations of Table 1: Maximal (green diamond), A (black circle), B
(blue circle), and C (red circle). Left panel: Mass-radius curve. Right panel: Mass-central rest-mass density
curve. The solid line represents the stable branch, while the dashed line represents the unstable branch.

and leads to the decrease of the pressure exerted by those fluid elements. Unable to resist the
gravitational attraction, the outer envelopes are pulled towards the dense core, decreasing the
star radius and increasing the central rest-mass density. In the cases shown, the additional
pressure due to the denser configuration was not enough to prevent the collapse. In the cases
with NLS, the oscillatory evolution of the rest-mass density follows from the coupling between
the fluid motion and the emission of neutrinos, which are responsible for carrying away
energy-momentum from the matter. Overall, the collapse takes place sooner for higher central
rest-mass density since the NS is more unstable to radial oscillations, which also explains the
ordering of the observed collapse time in Figure 2.

In the lower panel of Figure 2 we present the total neutrino luminosity during the sim-
ulations with NLS, where an initial burst of neutrinos is apparent due to the high initial
temperature and the abundance of nucleons and electrons powering very energetic neutrino-
driven reactions in semi-transparent regions of the star. The luminosity fades over time as a
consequence of the rapid cooling of medium-low density material until it dips when an event
horizon is formed.

The temperature profile evolution for runs A and A-ν are presented in Figure 3 at t =
(0.00, 1.08, 8.54) ms, which corresponds, respectively, to the initial configuration, the end
of the first expansion cycle and the onset of the apparent horizon detection. We observe
that the νe-neutrinosphere recedes towards the core. The outside (optically thin) regions are
found effectively cooled, while inside the neutrinosphere the dominance of diffusive processes
prevents the temperature loss. On the onset of gravitational collapse (t = 8.54 ms) the internal
layers are heated by compression.2

In Figure 4 we present snapshots of the electron neutrinos emissivity and the electron
fraction for the longer-lived run A-ν. We see that in the low density envelope (with rest-mass
densities between the atmosphere value ρatm = 107 g cm−3 and ρ = 1012 g cm−3) the emissivity
decreases more than three orders of magnitude and the matter strongly deleptonizes [from
t = 0 ms (left panel) to t = 1.08 ms (central panel)]. This occurs within the first expansion
cycle of the star and explains the early burst in the bottom panel of Figure 2. In the middle
panels, the formation of eddies on a circle with radius r =

√
x2 + y2 ∼ 10 km is related to

2 It is important to mention that in order to reproduce the neutrinos-induced collapse we need to employ finer grids
for TOV stars near the maximal ρc (see Table 1). This is because at higher resolutions we find smaller mean free
paths among the coordinate directions, which lead to higher effective emission rates and to a sufficient cooling of
the matter to trigger the collapse.
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Figure 2. Time evolution of quantities of interest. Upper panels: central rest-mass density for simulations
A, B and C. Left panel: without NLS, where the density evolves stably around an equilibrium state for each
run. Right panel: with NLS, where the wobbly evolution results from the coupling between the matter
motion and the neutrinos emission. A final density growth marks the formation of an event horizon.
Lower panel: Total luminosity evolution for simulations A-ν, B-ν and C-ν. We notice a rapid burst at the
beginning of the simulations. Likewise, the oscillating pattern of the luminosity is a consequence of the
coupling between neutrinos and matter. After the formation of the event horizon, the luminosity abruptly
decreases.

convective instabilities as predicted by the Ledoux criterion [81]. On the right panels the star
is on the verge of gravitational collapse. Note that along the evolution, the emissivity and
electron fraction is almost unaltered within the ρ ≥ 1014 g/cm3 opaque region because much
less energetic diffusive processes dominate the emissions.

5. BNS Simulations

In order to compare the performance of our implementations in the case of BNSs with
those reported in the literature, in particular Ref. [58], we first performed short inspiral (∼
2 to 4 orbits), single resolution simulations for equal-mass, non-spinning BNSs described by
the SFHo [82] and the DD2 [83] EoSs, with and without our NLS implementation. Both EoSs
contain neutrons, protons, electrons and positrons, initially at constant T = 0.1 MeV and in
β-equilibrium. Besides the goal of comparing results, DD2 is a stiff EoS and SFHo is a soft EoS,
hence, it is useful to assess our code capability to handle NSs belonging to both higher and
lower compactness.

Furthermore, in order to evaluate the accuracy of our code, we performed long inspiral
simulations (∼ 14 orbits) using the BHBΛφ EoS [84] (which contains protons, neutrons, elec-
trons, positrons, the Λ0 hyperon and the φ meson) with four different grid resolutions, with
and without our NLS implementation. We choose this EoS to test our code with a microphysi-
cal description that contains a transition between pure nucleonic matter to hyperonic matter
at high densities, thus representing a notably distinct scenario than that addressed by DD2
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Figure 3. Temperature profile evolution inside the star along the coordinate x direction at the innermost
level l = 2. Run A (Left panel): We present temperatures up to the level l = 2 boundary to show that in this
case the NS achieves stability by increasing its radius with respect to t = 0. We note that at t = 1.08 ms
the NS is still expanding, while a stable configuration is found at t = 8.54 ms. Run A-ν (Right panel):
The vertical lines mark the position of the electron neutrino neutrinosphere. In general, outside the
neutrinosphere the material has lower temperatures and the cooling becomes less effective towards the
core due to the dominance of diffusive processes. By the end of the first expansion cycle (∼ t = 1.08 ms)
the internal temperatures are nearly unaltered, while a large portion outside the neutrinosphere is cooler.
Likewise, on the verge of the gravitational collapse (t = 8.54 ms), the layers outside of the neutrinosphere
are cold while the interior is hotter due to compression.
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Figure 4. Snapshots of the A-ν simulation at t = (0.00, 1.08, 8.64) ms from left to right. Upper panels:
logarithm of the electron neutrinos emissivity. Lower panels: electron fraction. The solid black lines are
contours of constant rest-mass density with log10(ρ [g cm−3]) = 7, 12, 14. The outermost line marks the
interface between the star and the atmosphere.

and SFHo. We consider the case of an equal-mass, non-spinning BNS system starting with a
β-equilibrated, isentropic configuration with entropy per baryon s ∼ 1 = kB. All the EoS tables
used in this work were obtained in the CompOSE online repository [85,86].

The grids used in all simulations have L = 7 refinement levels and the number of moving
levels is set to lmv = 4. Relevant information about grid and matter setups of our runs without
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Table 2. Binary neutron star simulations. From left to right the columns read: simulation name, gravi-
tational mass of the stars (A, B) in isolation, baryonic mass of the stars, compactness of the stars, tidal
deformability of stars, ADM mass and ADM angular momentum of the BNS at the beginning of the
simulation, initial coordinate distance between the stars, number of points per direction on the static
levels, number of points per direction on the moving levels and grid spacing at the finest level.

Model MA,B [M�] MA,B
b [M�] CA,B ΛA,B[×103] MADM [M�] JADM [M2

�] d0 [km] n nmv h6 [km]
DD2 1.200 1.292 0.134 1.616 2.375 5.612 36.2 256 128 0.199
SFHo 1.200 1.300 0.148 0.860 2.376 5.673 38.0 256 128 0.186
BHBΛφ− R1 1.350 1.458 0.144 0.944 2.679 8.021 58.8 128 64 0.417
BHBΛφ− R2 1.350 1.458 0.144 0.944 2.679 8.021 58.8 192 96 0.278
BHBΛφ− R3 1.350 1.458 0.144 0.944 2.679 8.021 58.8 256 128 0.209
BHBΛφ− R4 1.350 1.458 0.144 0.944 2.679 8.021 58.8 320 160 0.167

the NLS are found in Table 2. We identify the results of the NLS runs by appending the suffix
-ν to the simulation name. In Appendix G we present a resolution study for the BHBΛφ setup.

5.1. Initial Data

The initial data for our simulations were constructed using the pseudospectral SGRID
code [87–90], which solves the 3+1 Constraint Equations in the conformal thin-sandwich ap-
proach [91–93] adopting a surface-fitting strategy. When this project started, SGRID only sup-
ported 1-dimensional piecewise polytropic (pwp) EoSs. Therefore, we reduce the 3-dimensional
EoS to one dimension by imposing (i) neutrino-less β-equilibrium and (ii) either constant tem-
perature or constant entropy per baryon s. Then, we parametrize the resulting 1-dimensional
table as a pwp adopting a similar procedure as that of Ref. [51]. In order to validate our
approach, we point out that the TOV solutions obtained with the 1-dimensional tables and the
corresponding pwps have maximum differences in coordinate radii of ∼ 0.08% and in the tidal
deformabilities [94] of ∼ 1.2% for our cases. For the longer runs, using the BHBΛφ EoS, an
eccentricity reduction procedure was employed [95].

5.2. Short Inspiral Simulations

In order to test our code and compare results with those of Ref. [58], we performed short
inspiral simulations using the DD2, DD2-ν, SFHo and SFHo-ν focusing on the (2, 2) mode
of the GW and features of the post-merger stage, where the larger differences between the
different cases appear. The inspiral stage in the SFHo and SFHo-ν simulations is composed
of ≈ 4 orbits and took tmrg ≈ 10.3 ms to merge, while the DD2 and DD2-ν simulations are
composed of ≈ 2 orbits and took tmrg ≈ 6.2 ms to merge. We consider the merger time as the
time at which the amplitude of the (2, 2) mode of the GW has its maximum.

5.2.1. Post-Merger Stage

In Figure 5 we present the maximum rest-mass density evolution during the post-merger
phase of our simulations. The DD2 and SFHo cases agree with those reported in Ref. [58]
and little difference is introduced by the adoption of the NLS. The softer SFHo undergoes a
merger marked by an abrupt variation of the rest-mass density around t− tmrg = 0 and a
considerable increment over the whole remnant evolution. The stiffer DD2 case also exhibits
these features but in a mildly way. Furthermore, in the figure we present the BHBΛφ EoS which
is an intermediate EoS located between the soft SFHo and the stiff DD2. This last mentioned
EoS will be discussed in Section 5.3.

In Figure 6, we show the rest-mass density, temperature and electron fraction for the DD2
and SFHo EoSs (with and without the NLS) at 10 ms after the merger. Similar to the results of
Ref. [58], we notice the formation of bar structures (the ‘smeared out’ ρ ≥ 1013 g cm−3 region
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Figure 5. Post-merger evolution of the maximum rest-mass density ρmax reached by the different EoS
considered in this article. Solid lines refer to the runs without NLS, while dashed lines represent the NLS
runs. Our results for the SFHo and DD2 cases are in agreement with that reported in Ref. [58]. For the
BHBΛφ EoS we use resolution R4, see Table 2.

and the extended ρ . 1013 g cm−3 arms on the top panels), surrounded by dense disks. The
difference in compactness is also visible, since DD2 develops a less dense core than SFHo and
its disk extends further. Likewise, in the middle panels, hot interfaces between the colder bar
and the disk are formed, with larger maximum temperatures reached by the softer SFHo EoS.
Overall, the rest-mass density and temperature are less affected by the adoption of the NLS.
A noticeable difference, however, is present on the electron fraction of the remnant (bottom
panels), where the outer regions of the disk become neutron-rich while the core and arms are
more leptonized. We were not able to reproduce the Ye ∼ 0.2, 0.3 of Ref. [58] at outer regions of
the disk, which may be attributed to a key difference in our NLS implementation (see Ref. [57]
for details): our optical depths are estimated from the minimum among first neighbors [as of
Equation (43)] instead of integrating from the current position up to a computational domain
boundary along minimum optical paths. This leads to smaller optical depths in our simulations
and stronger deleptonization of the disk.

5.2.2. Spectrograms

In Figure 7, the spectrograms of the GWs of the DD2-ν and SFHo-ν runs (see Ref. [96] for
details on the computation of the spectrograms) are presented in order to compare features of
the post-merger GW signals with those reported in Ref. [58]. Our results are presented with
respect to the retarded time u, given by

u = t− rext − 2M ln(rext/2M− 1),

where we choose rext = 600 M� and M = MA + MB is the total gravitational mass of the
system. As expected, we find that the NLS has little effect on the emitted GW signals, as can be
seen in the similarity between the filled red contours (NLS simulations) and gray contour lines
(simulations without NLS) of Figure 7.

The SFHo spectrogram reproduces the same features as the one presented in Ref. [58].
Among them are, the strongest peak during post-merger which is clearly visible at frequency
2.95 kHz, a frequency gap between ≈ [2.0, 2.7] kHz. In relation with the DD2 spectrogram, it
also reproduces the global features, with a gap between ≈ [2.0, 2.2] kHz and a stronger peak at
≈ 2.4 kHz.
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Figure 6. Snapshots of the remnant 10 ms after the merger in the x− y plane. From left to right: DD2,
DD2-ν, SFHo, and SFHo-ν. From top to bottom: rest-mass density, temperature and electron fraction.
Overall we note the formation of bar-like structures (see the extended ρ ≥ 1013 g cm−3 central regions
and the ρ ≥ 1012 g cm−3 arms in the top panels) surrounded by dense disks. The temperature profiles
exhibit a hot interface between the bar and the disk. Finally, the effects of the NLS are perceivable on the
electron fraction, where the disk becomes more neutron-rich as opposed to the cores and spiral arms.
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Figure 7. Spectrograms of the GWs for optimally oriented binaries and extracted at rext = 600 M�. The
countour lines represent the simulations without NLS. Left panel: SFHo-ν simulation, where the dominant
post-merger frequency is 2.95 kHz. Right panel: DD2-ν simulation, where post-merger peak frequency is
≈ 2.4 kHz. Both panels share the same properties presented in Ref. [58].

5.2.3. Neutrinos Emission

As depicted in Figure 8, we see that the source luminosities, Equation (41), are negligible
during the inspiral stage and increase towards the merger, when the compression of matter
elements lead to an increase on the temperature. In both panels, we observe peaks for the three
species around 2 to 3 ms after the merger, with the electron antineutrinos dominating up to
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t− tmrg ∼ 5 ms, and then an overall decrease towards the end of the simulation. This behavior is
consistent with Ref. [58], which then states that at t− tmrg = 10 ms, Lν̄e ∼ (2− 3)× 1053 ergs−1,
with Lν̄e dominating Lνe by a factor of 1.4− 2. In our case, the electron antineutrinos luminosity
lies within the same range and dominates the electron neutrinos luminosity by a factor of
1.7− 2.3. Such an agreement is as good as we could expect for a leakage scheme. Concerning
the total luminosity Ltot = Lνe + Lν̄e + Lνx , we find systematically higher values at the peaks
than that reported in Ref. [58]. By the end of our simulations, we have Ltot = 6.9× 1053 erg s−1

for our SFHo run, which deviates less than 1% with respect to the counterpart of Ref. [58] and
Ltot = 5.8× 1053 erg s−1 for the DD2 run, with a larger deviation of ∼ 20%.
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Figure 8. Neutrinos source luminosity evolution for the SFHo-ν simulation (left panel) and of the DD2-ν
simulation (right panel). The electron antineutrinos have the highest luminosity until ∼ 5 ms after the
merger.

In Figure 9 we present the electron-flavored neutrino emissivities in the x− y plane for the
SFHo-ν and DD2-ν simulations. It is notable that the inner core has the smallest emissivities,
which is expected from its typically high optical depth. Besides, both electron neutrinos and
antineutrinos are emitted at very close rates, which amounts for a near conservation of the
electron fraction shortly after the merger. Also, one notices that at specific regions of the
remnant, e.g., in disk interfaces and outer portions of the spiral arms, the electron antineutrinos
have emissivities that may be one order of magnitude higher than that of the electron neutrinos,
which explains the luminosity dominance of electron antineutrinos over electron neutrinos
in Figure 8. Besides, in the regions where the electron antineutrinos emissivity is larger than
the electron neutrinos emissivity, the matter is then leptonized as visible in the lower panels
of Figure 6 referring to the NLS runs. Contrary, in regions such as the outer disk, where
the electron neutrinos emissivity is greater than that of the electron antineutrinos, the matter
undergoes deleptonization.

5.3. Long Inspiral Simulations

Our long simulations cover ≈ 14 orbits before the merger and are performed with four
different resolutions (see Table 2); cf. Appendix G for a convergence study. The quasi-circular
orbit has an eccentricity of≈ 7× 10−4 after applying an eccentricity reduction procedure [89,95]
to the ID. In the next sections, unless stated otherwise, we use the R4 resolution. Our ID
corresponds to an isentropic configuration with constant entropy per baryon equal to s ∼ 1 kB
and β-equilibrium.

5.3.1. Post-Merger Stage

The post-merger evolution is marked by a significant increase of the central rest-mass
density over the simulations time, as depicted in Figure 5. This can be interpreted as a
consequence of the phase-transition leading to the appearance of Λ hyperons at high densities,
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Figure 9. Effective emissivities 10 ms after the merger in the x− y plane of electron neutrinos (left panels)
and electron antineutrinos (right panels) for the SFHo-ν (upper panels) and DD2-ν (lower panels) runs. Here
we notice that the emissions are small at the densest portion of the core, concentrate at the hot parts of the
disk/spiral arms, and decreases towards the outer regions of the disk.

which, on its turn, reduces pressure support and softens the EoS. This is in accordance with the
results of Ref. [97], though their results refer to cold, isothermal ID with the BHBΛφ EoS.

For a better understanding of the NLS on the post-merger evolution, we show in Figure 10
snapshots of the rest-mass density, temperature, and electron fraction of our runs in the
x− y plane 10 ms after the merger for two cases, with and without the NLS. In the upper panels
we note a remnant comprised of a massive core surrounded by a disk, which extends further
for the NLS runs. In the middle panels we see that the inner core is substantially colder than
the interface between the core and the surrounding disk, which is then thermally supported by
higher pressure exerted by the hot material. The higher core temperature compared to that
of the short inspiral simulations is reminiscent from the isentropic initial condition, by which
Tcore(t = 0) ≈ 25 MeV and is not significantly altered during the inspiral and coalescence. In
fact, the small variation of the core temperature for different EoSs is due to the general weak
dependency of the pressure on the temperature for high densities. This remains true for the
NLS runs because the core is also optically thick, hence neutrinos do not provide sufficient
cooling within the simulation timespan. Similarly to the short inspiral runs, in the lower panels
we see that the remnants are neutron-rich with Ye . 0.1 at the core and the disk when neutrinos
are not considered. With the NLS we observe a slight deleptonization of the core, an increase
in the electron fraction at the heated arms and an overall strong deleptonization of the outer
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disk regions, which can also be interpreted in light of the neutrino emissions geometry (see
Section 5.3.2).
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Figure 10. Snapshots of hydrodynamical quantities of the simulations BHBΛφ and BHBΛφ-ν 10 ms after
the merger on the x− y plane. From top to bottom we have rest-mass density, temperature and electron
fraction.

5.3.2. Neutrino Emissions

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous study treating the features of a NLS
implementation for an isentropic ID of the BHBΛφ EoS. Therefore, in this section we present
and discuss our findings and focused our comparisons on the short inspiral SFHo-ν and DD2-ν
runs.

We start by presenting the luminosity evolution for the three neutrino species in Figure 11.
One notices that during the late inspiral, the luminosities are greater than that of Figure 8 and
may be interpreted as a consequence of the higher temperatures within the coalescing NSs
with isentropic thermal profile. The appearance of luminosity peaks at t− tmrg ∼ 2− 3 ms
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followed by a decrease of the individual luminosities is similar to the behavior of Figure 11,
which suggests that this emission structure is an effect of our NLS implementation rather than
an EoS-dependent feature. Additionally, we note that the peak luminosities for the electron
antineutrinos and heavy lepton neutrinos reach higher values than that of the short inspiral
runs. However, it is difficult to point out if this is caused by the thermal profile, the employed
EOS, or by the higher masses of the merging NSs. By the end of the simulation Lν̄e dominates
Lνe by a factor of ∼ 2.2, hence within the range obtained for the cold, low-mass SFHo and DD2
BNSs.
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×1053
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Figure 11. Neutrino luminosity evolution for the BHBΛφ-ν simulation. Similarly to the short inspiral
simulations, we have peak luminosities at ∼ 2− 3 ms after the merger, followed by a decrease towards
the end of the simulation.

Likewise, the electron fraction profile of the lower right panel of Figure 10 is explained
by the emission geometry depicted in Figure 12. It is interesting that the emissivities at the
core of the remnant are larger than 1032 erg cm−3 s−1, which is more than two orders of
magnitude higher than the counterparts for cold IDs (< 1030 erg cm−3 s−1). This is due to the
core temperatures Tcore ∼ 20− 30 MeV reminiscent of the isentropic thermal profile of the
ID. Finally, the leptonized portions of the remnant correspond to the regions where electron
antineutrinos are more abundantly produced than electron neutrinos, namely at the core and
the spiral arms at the inner portion of the disk. Conversely, in the remaining regions where
Qνe > Qν̄e , the fluid is deleptonized.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we presented first results of the extended infrastructure of the BAM code,
with which we performed dynamical evolution of matter described by nuclear-theory based,
3-parameter EoSs and neutrinos effects via a NLS.

As a testbed of our new code framework we simulated radially-unstable TOV stars in full
GR without the NLS in order to validate our GRHD implementation. This leads to a stable
evolution within our simulations timespan of ∼ 10 ms. A key observation regarding these tests
is that the use of the high order reconstruction scheme WENOZ introduce sufficiently small
numerical viscosity so that radial stability is achieved by ejection of outer material layers. We
repeated these simulations with the same matter and grid configurations, but employing our
NLS. We found that the NS cools and deleptonizes, and ultimately undergoes gravitational
collapse in less than 10 ms.

Finally, we presented a set of BNS simulations using nuclear-theory EoSs and the NLS.
In order to assess the capability of our code to handle distinct microphysical descriptions, we
chose EoSs ranging from both ends of compactness, e.g., the soft SFHo and the stiff DD2, and
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Figure 12. Effective emissivities 10 ms after the merger in the x− y plane of electron neutrinos (left panels)
and electron antineutrinos (right panels) for the BHBΛφ-ν run. Differently than for the cold ID case, we
notice that the emissivities at the core are greater as a consequence of the isentropic thermal profile, which
produces temperatures of tens of MeV within the NSs. The more potent emissions are found in the outer
core and along the spiral arms, mostly in the inner disk region.

including hyperons as of the BHBΛφ. We restricted our study to equal-mass, non-rotating
systems.

Our short inspiral runs were performed with the DD2 and SFHo EoSs, with and without
NLS, for the purpose of comparing results with the literature. Following Ref. [58], we consider
NSs with a gravitational mass in isolation of M = 1.2 M�, initially at β-equilibrium and
constant temperature T = 0.1 MeV. Comparing our results to those of the aforementioned
reference, we found good agreement in the formation of bar-like remnants that are stable during
the simulations timespan, surrounded by thermally supported, thick and dense disks with
pronounced spiral arms. The density and temperatures on the equatorial plane by the end of our
simulations are also very to those of Ref. [58]. However, our electron fraction on the remnant is
overall smaller, specially at the outer disk. This seems to be caused by our NLS implementation,
in particular we may be underestimating optical depths as of Equation (43), hence predicting
larger effective emission rates. This is confirmed by the peaks of total luminosity presented
in Figure 8, that are larger than the peaks of Ref. [58] by a factor of two. It is worth pointing
out, though, that our results are consistent in the sense that we indeed find deleptonized
matter in regions where the electron neutrinos emissivities are larger than that of the electron
antineutrinos, and likewise the leptonized portions of the remnant coincide with those regions
at which Qν̄e > Qνe . Also, the GWs spectra of our simulations largely agree with that of
Ref. [58], reproducing similar properties.

We also performed long inspiral simulations for various grid resolutions using the BHBΛφ
EoS, with and without the NLS, initially with constant entropy per baryon s ∼ 1 kB and in
β-equilibrium. We found that the maximum rest-mass density evolution during the post-
merger stage is very similar to that of Ref. [97], although they use a cold ID for this EoS, which
suggests that isentropy (and consequently, the initial thermal profile) is not that relevant for the
evolution of the densest portion of the remnant. The temperature at the core is not significantly
altered during the inspiral and coalescence, remaining at Tcore ≈ 25 MeV by the end of the
simulations, which is reminiscent from the initial isentropic thermal profile. Similar to the short
inspiral simulations, the remnant was mostly deleptonized by the end of our simulations.

Overall, our implementations allowed long-term stable, constraint-satisfying evolutions
with a performance comparable to the previous version of the BAM code (see Appendix G),
despite the increase in complexity and realism encompassed by our new framework. As
of Figure A14, we found that the GW phase difference of the (2, 2) decreases for increasing
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resolution for the BHBΛφ run, but in the case of BHBΛφ-ν, there is no significant improvement
by the increase of numerical resolution, which we will further investigate in the future.
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Appendix G Convergence of the Code
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Figure A13. Constraint evolution and conserved quantities. Left panel: BHBΛφ. Right panel: BHBΛφ-ν.
We show the L2 norm of the Hamiltonian constraint ||H||2, the baryonic mass variation ∆Mb/M0

b and
the electrons number variation ∆Ne/N0

e for the BHBΛφ (left panel) for all four resolutions of Table 2. We
observe good behavior of the Hamiltonian constraint and conserved quantities with increasing resolution
in both cases. Physical quantities were extracted from the grid level l = 1 and the vertical lines mark the
merger for each resolution.
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Figure A14. Phase difference of the (2, 2) mode of the GW signal between different resolutions with
respect to the retarded time u. The BHBΛφ case is presented on the left panel and the BHBΛφ-ν case is
presented on the right panel. Solid vertical lines mark the merger for each resolution.

We present in the left panel of Figure A13 the evolution of the L2 norm of the Hamiltonian
constraint ||H||2, the variation of the baryonic mass ∆Mb (with respect to its initial value M0

b)
and the variation of the number of electron ∆Ne (with respect to its initial value N0

e ) for the
four resolutions employed for the BHBΛφ EoS simulations (see Table 2). In the right panel, the
same physical quantities are depicted for the BHBΛφ-ν case but not the number of electrons,
which is not conserved in the implemented scheme. The behavior of the constraints and
the conservation of the physical quantities improves with increasing grid resolution for both
cases. For the BHBΛφ case we see that for resolution R2 up to resolution R4, the Hamiltonian
constraint begins at values of order O(10−8) (mainly due to the loading of the initial data), but
rapidly decreases to order O(10−10) and stays at this level during the majority of the time only
increasing to a stable ≤ O(10−9) during the post-merger. The baryonic mass is conserved to
order O(10−5) for resolutions R3 and R4, which is comparable to the results obtained when
pwps are used. The conservation of the number of electrons, which was previously not included
in BAM, presents small violations of order O(10−4) for resolutions R2, R3 and R4. The increase
in the R2 electron number conservation violation after t ∼ 40 ms is absent in runs R3 and R4,
which suggests that this is indeed a resultion-dependent effect. For the BHBΛφ-ν case, the
values of the Hamiltonian constraint stays at order O(10−10) for resolutions R3 and R4, and
increase to a stable O(10−9) during the post-merger. The baryons conservation is violated to
less than O(10−4) for the majority of the run and the adoption of the NLS seems to improve
the behavior of the R2 resolution when compared to the BHBΛφ case. In both cases we found
that, after the merger, the conserved quantities accuracy is less efficient due mainly to the
artificial atmosphere scheme used in BAM in which ejected material with low density is treated
as atmosphere.

Overall, the results presented in Figure A13 have constraint violations of the same order
when compared to simulations using the previous version of BAM [45], which relied on a
simpler description of the matter using pwp EoSs.

In Figure A14, we present the convergence plots of the GW (2, 2) mode phase obtained at
the outermost extracted radius of the computational domain (≈ 886 km). The BHBΛφ case is
presented in the left and the BHBΛφ-ν case in the right panel. The difference between the phases
of the R1 and R2 resolutions, |∆(R1, R2)|, is depicted for completeness because resolution R1
clearly does not conserve the physical quantities along the evolution (see Figure A13). Using
the other numerical resolutions, no clear convergence order can be estimated from the plots
using |∆(R2, R3)| and |∆(R3, R4)|, and the small difference between these quantities suggests
that the increasing resolution does not improve significantly the results (see for example the
right panel of Figure A13 where resolutions R2, R3, andR4 give practically the same results). In
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the future, we plan to employ the higher-order method outlined in [45] or an entropy-limited
scheme such as Ref. [98].
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